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Evaluation r3f The Status Of 
The Fast Flux Test Facilitv Program e 
Energy Research and Development Administration 

Since congressiona: authorization of the Fast 
. Flux Test Facility in July 1967, the construc- 
tion completron date has been extended by 
more than 5 years to August 1978, and the 
construction project cost has increased from 
587.5 million to 5540 million. Support costs, 
which were not originally estimated, are now 
estimated at SF.13 million resulting in a total 
program estimate of ST.153 billion. 

The Energy Research and Development 
Administraticn expects that the fuels and 
materials testing conducted in the facility, as 
well as the acquired experience in its design, 
development, and construction will assist the 
Administrator in making the 1986 decision on 
the acceptability of widespread commercial 
deployment of liquid metal fast breeder reac- 
tors. 

Although agency officials are confident the 
facility will be completed by August 1978. 

-the possibility of additTonal delays is evident. 
Severe construction delays, of a yea’r or 
longer, and testing problems could result in 
postponing the 1986 decision. 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES 

WASHIUGTON. O.C. ?P¶N 
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~-164105 

To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the souse of Representatives 

This report presents the current status of and problems 
associated with the construction and testing capabilrty of 
the Fast Flux Test Facility, an important test facility in 
the United States liquid metal fast breeder reactor research 
and development program. 

. We made our review pursuant to the Budget and Account- 
ing Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Auditing 
Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67). 

W are sending copies of this report to the Director, 
Office of Nanagement and Budget, and to the Administrator, 
Energy Research and Development Administration., 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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COMPTRGLLER GENERAL'S EVALUATION OF THE STATUS OF THE 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS FAST FLUX TCST FACILITY PROGRAM 

Energy Research and Developmen: 
Administration 

DIGEST ---a-- 

The Energy Research and Development Adminis- 
tration has projected that the Nation's electri- 
cal energy demand will increase more than 3-l/2 
times by the year 2000. About 40 percent of 
that demand is expected to be met by nuclear 
power (fission reactors). Fecause of a poten- 
tially limited domestic supply of low-cost 
uranium ore for nuclear fuel, however, many 
people believe that the nuclear energy potential 
can only be fully realized by breeder reactors 
which are capable of producing more fuel (in 
the form of plutonium) than consumed. (See 
p* 1.1 

Although research programs are underway to de- 
velop different breeder concepts, the liquid 
metal fast breeder reactor has been selected 
as the prime candidate for development. One 
of the major facilities to be used in develop- 
ing breeder reactors is the Fast Flux Test 
Facility --which is intended to test breeder re- 
actor fuels and materials and to acquire expe- 
rience in the design, development, and construc- 
tion of large liquid metal systems. (See pp. 1 
and 2.) 

The results of this Fast Flux Test Facility pro- 
gram are expected to assist the Administrator 
of the Energy Research and Development Adminis- 
tration in making a decision by 1986 about the 
acceptability of' widespread commercial'deploy- 
ment of oreeder reactors. (See p. 26.) 

TESTING CAPABILITY 

Since project authorization in 1967, an -important 
objective of the facility has been the ability to 
conduct high-risk experiments, including testing 
breeder reactor fuel up to and beyond the point 
of failure. These tests are to be conducted in 
the facility's closed loop system. 
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At reactor startup, the facility will include 
two closed loops, each of which will be able to 
test up to 37 fuel pins of the size that will be 
used in the Clinch River Breeder Reactor. For 
tests involving projected larger fuel pins, the 
closed loops will be able to test only up to 
19 pins. 

GAO consultants believe that 37 pin tests will 
provide val id and useful data for astabl ishing 
safe and economic design and operating limits 
of full-size assemblies. However, they said 
that 19 pin tests will provide less data and, 
therefore, will be statistically less valuable 
in establishing these conditions. The Energy 
Research and Development Administration be- 
1 ieves the capat’ 1 ity to test 37 or 19 pins in 
the closed loops will satisfy the facility’s 
intended and needed function. (See pp. 4 
to 6.1 

PROG-RAM COST AND SCHEDULE EXPERIENCE --- 

Since congressional author izat ion in 1967, the 
estimated cost of the Fast Flux Test Facility 
program has increased considerably. The con- 
struction project then estimated to cost 
$87.5 million, is now estimated to cost $540 mil- 
lion. This estimate has remained constant since 
June 1975. 

Supporting costs, for which complete est ims tes 
were not prepared at the time of original author i- 
zation, are new estimated to be an additional 
$613 million for a total facility program cost 
estimate of $1.153 billion. This is an increase 
of more than $200 million since GAO’s last re- 
view of the program in 1974. (See p. 7.) 

An underlying cause for the project’s cost 
growth since authorization was that the or ig- 
inal estimate was presented to tne Congress, 
well in advance of the detailed (final) design 
effort needed to reasonably estimate the ulti- 
mate cost. (See p. 9.) 

In addition to the already -recognized cost 
growth, over $2CO million in additional costs 
of three other breeder reactor prcgram far .l ities 
should be recognized as Fast Flux Test Facility 
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program costs. These facilities are essential 
for the efficient operation of the test facility. 
(See pp. 13 and 14.1 

Since author izat ion, the project’s construction 
completion date has been extended by more than 
5 years to August 1978. (See p. 21.) 

The project has recently been affected by two 
strikes, One of the strikes which began on 
June 1, 1976, was still underway as of mid- 
September 1976 and has a potential for a 
serious effect on both cost and schedule. 
(See p. 19.) 

Construction delays, of a year or longer, and 
testing problems could result in postponing 
the Administrator’s 1986 decision. (See 
p. 26.) 

Technical problems with major components of 
the facility’s heat transport systems remain. 
These components were committed to production 
before much of the development, test and 
evaluation, and redesign effort was completed. 
Problems encountered with these components must 
be resolved, or the project may not meet per- 
formance requirements or the currently proj- 
ected completion date and cost estimate. (See 
pp. 27 to 34.1 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

GAC recommends that the Administrator of the 
Energy Researc! and Development Administration: 

--Closely monitor all large construction proj- 
ects to detetmine that sufficient design, 
development, and component testing has been 
completed before allowing construction to 
start. (See p. 13.) 

-. ..- 

--Provide the Congress with a current estimate 
and breakdown of all costs associated with 
the Fast Flux Test Facility, including the 
cost of facilities eitherbuil.t, being built, 
or planned that directly supported its test 
program. (See p. 18.) 

>ear Shea 
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AGENCY COMMENTS 

The Energy Resesrch and Development Administra- 
,tion provrded comments on GAO’s preliminary te- 
port. GAO considered these comments in 
final izinc the rey3rt and made appropriate 
changes. GAO be1 ieves there are no residual 
differences in fact. 

However, the Energy Research and Development 
Administration disagreed with the GAO position 
that the cost of the three support facilities 
should be charged to the Fast Flux Test Facil- 
ity program and recommended that GAO delete its 
recommendation on this matter. 

The Energy Research and Development Administra- 
t ion be1 ieves the three facil it ies are essential 
parts of the overall breeder reactor development 
program and, as such, it is more appropriate to 
carry their cost under the total breeder 
reactor program. 

GAO be1 ieves the cost of the three facilities 
should be accounted for and controlled as Fast 
Flux Test Facility program costs because these 
facilities will be used mostly in support of 
the fat il ity. This should provide tt,e Congress 
with greater visibility over planned costs in 
support of this program. (See pp. 17 and 18,) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Energy Research and Development Administration 
: (ERDA) I/ projects that the Nation’s electrical energy demanc 

will increase more than 3-l/2 times 2,’ by the year 200G. ERDA 
expects that nuclear power, which now accounts for only absut 
8 percent of our total installed electrical generating capac- 
ity, will increase to about 40 percent 2/ in the year 200C. 
Because of a potentially limited domestTc supply af low-cost 
uranium ore for light water reactors, ERDA and others be1 icve 
that the nuclear energy potential can be fuliy realized on; ’ 
by developing the fast breeder reactor which can produce rno>? 
fuel (in the form of plutonium) than it uses and wnich car 
use 60 percent or more of the energy ava ilab!e in uranilrT.. 

Althougn ERDA is engaged in research pr%giarns to cie- 
velJp different breeder concepts, the Liquid Metal Fast 
Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) 3/ has been selected as its pr imt 
candidate. ERDA’s statea objective for the LMFBR program 
is to develop ar.d demonstrate the entire LMFBR energy syst .!: , 
both powerplant and fuel cycle technology, through extsn-. 10 
utility and industrial involvement in pieparat ion for co‘.. er- 
cial ization. 

-a_--- 
.  .  . . -  .  .  

l-/The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-4J6) 
abolished the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and estab’_ ;c:iefl 
the Energy Research and Development Administration and *he 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission on January 19, 1975. In tii- 
report, all references to activities before this date are 
referred to as AEC activities and all activities after c..i- 
date are i eferred to as ERDA- activities. 

Z/Projections are based on the low case of the most currep& 
off ic ial ERDA estimates issued in February 1975. Projec 
tions equate to a constant compound yearly rate of inc! 3se 
of abrlvt 5.3 percent for electrical energy demand and about 
11.7 cent for nuclear electr.ical.-generat ing capac iily 
ERDI . currently rev is ing its estimates. The rmvised cst i- 
mate. __ e expected to be lower. 

z/Liquid metal refars to the liquid sodium used as the 
coolant to carry off the heat of the reactor fuel. A fast - ---_ . 
reactor iYa reactor in which the chain react ion is sustained- 
primarily by fast neutrons rather than by the slower speed 
neutrons found in present generation commercial nuclear 
power reactors. 
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One of the major facilities to be used in achieving this 
objective is the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF)--wh ich is in- _ 
tended tr test the kinds 07 nuclear fuels and materials most c’ 
apt to work safely, effect:vely, and ecor.omically in future 
breeder reactors. According to ERDA, design and construction 
of FFTF will also contribute greatly to (1; advancing fast 
reactor safety and technology and (2.) developing technologi- 
cal, des ign, and industrial capabilities required not only 
for the first LMESR demonstration plant (the Clinch River 
areeder Reac-tar) to be built near Oak Ridge, Tennessee, but 
also for full development of an LMFBR industry. 

Since December i974,. we have issued several reports, 
staff studies, and issue papers concerning the LMFBR program. 
One of these documents &/ was concerned with the cost, sched- 
ule, and performance aspects of FFTF from the time it was 
authorized by the Congress, July 1967, through June 1974--the 
cutoff date for that review. The present report-essentially 
extends the coverage of that review through June 1976, with 
some information updated to mid-September 1976. The overall 
FFTF project was about 74 percent complete at the end of .June 
1976. Both conceptual and final design were 100 percent com- 
plete, compared with 100 percent for’conceptual and 87 percent 
for final design in June 1974. The construction status of 
FFTF, which ias 62’ percent complete thr’ough June’ 1976, is 
shown in figure 1. This compares with 32 percent complete 
in June 1974. 

. . . 

L/This document is-a staff study entitled “Fast Flux Test 
Facility Program,” dated January 1975. 
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CHAPTER 2 _. . . . 
FAST FLUX TEST FACILITY TESTING CAPABILITIES 

The FFTF is a 400-megawatt thermal liquid sodium-cooled 
fast flux reactor designed specifically for irradiation test- 
ing of nuciear fuels and materials for LMFBRs. It is being 
built at the Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL) 
in Richland, Washington. Although the FFTF is engineered for 
the temperatures and core fuel characteristics of fast breeder 
reactors, it is not designed to breed plutonium nor produce 
electricity as will commercial LMFBR powerplants. It is 
strictly a test reactor, and when completed, it will be the 
largest of its kind in the world. 

The FFTF will provide controlled and instrumented fast 
flux conditions for testing fuel specimens, rods, subassem- 
blies and cladding, as well as reactor strllctural materials. 
Eight instrumented test positions are being provided in the 
design of the initial FFTF core. As presently envisioned, 
two of these eight positions will be closed loops and six 
will be open loops. Installation of two addrtional closed 
loops is projected 2 to 4 years after startup. Capability 
exists to install up to six closed loops in the eight instru- 
mented test positions. 

The closed test loops are separate components that are 
inserted in the reactor core. They have sodium coolant, in- 
strumentation and heat transfer completely separate from the 
main FFTF fuel core to permit testing of fuels and materials 
in a controlled coolant environment independent of the main 
reactor coolant system. The open loop test positions are 
integral components of the reactor core. They are cooled by 
the reactor primary coolant system and provide the capability 
for testing large quantities of candidate fuel specimens. 

.'L.OSED LOOP TESTING CAPABILITY 
. 

Since project authorization, an important objective of 
FFTF has been its reliable closed loop testing capability. 
The closed loops are designed to accommodate high risk experi- 
ments, including testing fuel up to and beyond the point of 
failure. When failure testing is performed, it could produce 
a temporary loss of the closed loop,-in which-test-is 
conducted, for up to many months (if fuel meltdown occurs, 
which is not planned) due to fission product contamination, 
but would let the remainder of the facility continue its 
testing functions. Regarding the need for fuel failure test- 
ing, ERDA's most recent (fiscal year 1977) construction proj- 
ect data sneet stated that: , 

-- 
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"The capability provided by the FFTF of testing 
fuel elements to failure to establish their ulti- -, 
mate capability and failure modes is essential 
to the complete evaluation of LMFBR core safety, 
relldblllty, performance, and life-times.: FFTF 
provides for such failure tests under known 
conditions without compromising the reactor or 
facilities, since it has provisions for closed 
ioops which ccntain the failed elements and any 
associated tiebris in complete safety." (Under- 
scoring supplied. ) 

: 
The data sheet .-further states that FFTF' s closed loop 

capability is critically needed, since this capability is 
not available in the Nation's only other operating sodium- 
cooled test reactor-- Experimental Breeder Reactor II. 

At project authorization, AEC was considering install- 
ing in FFTF four or more closed loop test positions, each 
with a diameter "up to about 6 inches." Subsequent to proj- 
ect author izat ion, AEC decided that only two closed loops 
would be installed before reactor startup, each with a 
diameter of 4.7 inches. The maximum number of fuel pins that 
can be tested in this size loop is 37 pins of: the size that 
will be used in the Clinch River Breeder Reactor. For tests 
involving projected larger-sized fuel pins for the Prototype 
Large Breeder Reactor, 1/ the closed loops can test up to 19 
pins. In contrast, fulT-size fuel pins bundles, containing 
217 Ciinch River size pins, can be tested in the FFTF 's open 
loop posit ions. 

Because of the limited number of fuel pins that can be 
tested in the closed loops in comparison with the number that 
can be tested in the oper, loops, we asked several GAO consult- 
ants whether the data from fuel tests using 37 or IS, pins could -.:, ,., 
be projected to full-size assembly operating conditions. They 
said that 37 pin tests will provide a test environment typ'cal 
of full-size assemblies for about half the pins in the trst 
and so will provide valid and useful data for establishing safe 
and economic design and operating limits of full-size assem- 
bl ies. However, they said that 19-pin tests will provide less 
data and, therefore, will be statistically less valuable in 
establishing these conditions. --- - 

l/The next breeder reactor planned after the Clinch River 
Breeder Reactor. It is expected to be about 900 to 1,000 
megauoti; electric and to consist of commercial-size compo- 
nents. 

-- 
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ERDA believes that the 37- and 19-pin test capability of 
the present 4.7- inch-diameter closed loops is adequate for 
closed loop test purposes. It believes that the capability 
to test 37 pins or less under more controlled and severe 
conditions in the closed loops combined with the capability 
to test 217 pins in the instrumented open test conditions 
and other positions will satisfy FFTF’s intended and needed 
function. 

. . . 
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CHAPTER. 3 

PROGRAM COST EXPERIENCE 

The-estimated cost of FFTF has increased substantially 
since congressional authorization in July 1967. The construc- 
tion project then estimated to cost $87.5 million, is now 
estimated to cost $540 million. This estimate has remained 
constant since June 1975. Supporting costs, for which com- 
plete estimates were not prepared at the time of original 
authorization, are now estimated to be an additional $613 mil- 
lion for a total FFTF program cost estimate ?f $1.153 billion, 
This is an increase of more than $200 million since our last 
review in 1974. In addition, it appears that over $200 mil- 
lion in additional costs for three other planned facilities 
should be recognized as FFTF program costs, as the facilities 
are essential to the efficient operation of FFTF. 

A comparison of the current estimate with prior estimates 
is shown in the chart on the following page. 

In terms of constant fiscal year 1975 dollars, X/-the 
cost growth has been from $138.3 millicn to $560 miliion for 
the construction project estimate. The current program cost 
estimate in constant fiscal year 1575 dollars is $1.261 bil- 
lion. 

REASONS FOR COST GROWTH 

The FFTF program cost growth is due to many factors, 
including inadequate scope definition, inaccurate estimates, 

-changes in safety standards, design changes, schedule delays, 
and the unusually high rates of wage and price escalation 
which have occurred. The extent and nature of the cost 
growth, wt.\::: occurred through June 1974, was discussed in 
our January 1975 staff study. Since then, an additional cost 
growth of $228 million has occurred in the FFTF program, of 
which $120 million is for the construction project and 
$108 million for supporting costs. 

The ERDA estimate of $925 million in June 1574 was based 
on program costs through end of construction and start of 
sodium fill procedures, which were then scheduled for November 

--1977. This date has since slipped 9 months to August 1978. --- 

L/Computation was based on an index provided by ERDA, which 
was not specifically developed for the unique labor and 
material escalation rates experienced by FFTF project. 
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FFTF COST GROWTH 
(MILLIONS) 

I 
11 

10 
1 $925 

9- 

a- 

7- 

b- 

5- 

PERCENT OF 
CONSTRUCtlON 0 0 32 

m 
u 

SUPPORT COSTS 

$540 

62 

i 

SAEC advised the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy of this estimate by lcttcr dated February 
23, 1974. 

bbctailed cos es ~mo es t t’ t were not prepared for support costs, which arc comprised of cxprnsc- 
funded *uipntcnt, capital equipment not related to construction, spore parts and equipment ’ 
inventory, fuel inventory (four cores), FFTF operations (including operator training and fuel 
burning for 1 year), and research and dcvclopmcnt. 

ITThis omount is not a complete estimate of support costs. It does not include fuel, spare parts 
and equipment inventory costs. Estimates were not prepared for these program elements. 

---&his figure was not readily ascertainable. --- 

2/FFTF project costs and txpcnsc-funded equipment costs arc usually added together to arrive or 
a total plant cost, which for the estimates in the charts arc: 1970 - $144 million; 1973 - $270 
million; 1974 - $530 million; and 1976 - $647 million. 

-- 
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The current estimate of $1.153 billion is based on program 
costs through criticality, which is scheduled to take place 
1 year after start of sodium fill procedures. So an addi- 
tional year's cost, amounting to about $54 million, that 
was not included in the previous estimate is included in 
the current estimate. The balance of the increase is 
attributable to considerable inflationary cost growth ex- 
perienced for materials and labor ($68 million), design 
changes and design evolution ($17 million), low estimates 
and estimate omissions ($33 million) for the plant portion 
of the costs and to inflation and design changes ($56 mil- 
lion) for other supporting costs. 

We concluded in the 1975 staff study that an underlying 
cause of the cost growth was that the original estimate was 
presented to the Congress well in advance of the detailed 
(final) design effort needed to reasonably estimate the ulti- , . . mate cost. We further concluded that even at start of con- 
struction in mid-1970, a realistic cost estimate probably 
could not have been developed based on the limited detailed 
design effort and development of technology at that time. 

In a February 1974 letter to the Joint Committee on 
Atomic Energy,' the AEC General Manager also recognized that 
AEC had been highly optimistic in its early assessment of 
the stage of development of sodium-cooled plants. He stated 
that: 

"This optimism was based, in part, on the belief 
that experienced w-ith previous sodium-cooled plants 
would provide a significant engineering and techno- 
logical base for the design and construction of the 
FFTF. In fact, previously operated sodium-cooled 
plants were not designed and constructed with a view 
towards providing a base of well defined and char- 
acterized engineering technology, nor were operating 
conditions (temperature, flux, etc.) the same level 
as those considered necessary for FFTF and future 
commercial LMFBRs. This lack.of an adequate design 
base from which to develop FFTF systems and compo- 
nents had a particularly profouird effect on initial 
cost and schedule estimates." (Underscoring supplied.) 

This matter is discussed further below. ---. -. --- 

Concurrency versus sequential design, 
development, and construction 

Various authorities have addressed the subject of con- 
currency in design, development, and construction. For . 
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example, in December 1972 the Commission on Government 
Procurement concluded that concurrency was one of the reasons 
for avoidable cost increases in acquiring major systems. The 
Commission,s:ated: 

"Committing to extensive production when much de- 
ve! >pment, test and evaluation, and redesign still 
ren .in to be done usually leads to major retrofit 

d .., ..- ano mrdification costs." 

It is generally agreed within the utility industry that 
some concurrency in design and construction is necessary if 
a nuclear powerplant L/ is to be built at the lowest possible 
cost, because this shortens the time required to get .a plant 
on line. Industry officials disagree, however, on the extent 
that design an3 construction schedules should overlap. Some 
utility industry officials believe that design should be about 
50 percent complete before starting construction. 

Although the precise level of design and development 
needed to support a start-of-construction decision is subject 
to question, AEC recognized in February 1974 that FFTF con- 
struction was initiated long before this point was reached, 
and as a result the cost of the project escalated consider- 
ably. For example, AEC's General Manager stated, in February 
1974, that: 

"In addition to the absence of a well-defined base 
of engineering technol4gy from which to proceed 
with the design and construction of FFTF, original 
design concepts have been significantly modified 
in order to assure FFTF operability * * *. While 
it is difficult to quantify precisely the finan- 
cial impact of the many complex development prob- 
lems experienced to date, some indication of their 
scope and magnitude may be illustrated by the 
following cost growth history of two selective 
plant components. 

L/Most nuclear reactors in use, being constructed, or planned 
are lightwater reactcrs --reactors that use either pressur- 
ized or boiling water as a coolant surrounding the nuc1ea.r. ~- 
fuel. 
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Component April 1970 est lmdte Dec. 1973 estimate - ---- 

__ _- Dump. heat exchangers $3,125,000 $14,500,000 
Product ion pumps 

(primary and 
secondary) 3,166,OOO 16,815,OOO 

It shou,d be noted that many factors have in- 
fluenced the cost growth- of these specific 
componentsqand systems, inclclding inadequate 
initial estimates. Nevertheless, there is 
little guestion that a substantial portion of the 
cost increases experienced to date result from 
uniquely complex design and development problems 
* * * The problems experienced on these selec- 
tive Components and systems are * * * representa- 
tive, in many ways, of the difficulties associated 
throughout many phases of FFTF component and sys- 

I -.. tem design and development." (Underscoring sup- 
plied.) 

As of June 1976, the cost of the dump heat exchangers 
had increased to $17 million and the production pumps to 
$17.8 million. It is not possible to determine how much of 
the cost growth of these two components is attributable to 
inadequate initial estimates, concurrency of design, develop- 
ment, and production, or other reasons. It is evident, how- 
ever, that concurrency of design, development, and production 
did contribute to a part of the ccst increases. ERDA agrees 
that concurrency has added to the cost of these components 
but believes that the amount is minor and is probably less 
than escalation costs associated with a sequential approach. 

The concurrency aspects of these two major FFTF compo- 
nents are discussed below. 

i 

Concurrency aspects of 
producing dump heat 
exchangers and pump-s 

The dump heat exchanger is an example of an FFTF compo- 
nent that was committed to production prior to completing 
test and evaluation. Of the 12 required exchangers, 11 have 
been installed in FFTF. However, because of heat transfer 
problems--heat-discharge performance capability less than -- 
design requirements--disclosed during testing of the prototype 
unit, which is also to serve as the 12th plant unit, the ex- 
changers may have to bc modified (See pp. 32 to 34.) 

--- 

i 
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The. FFTF’ s heat transport -sodium pumps---four pr imary 
pumps (including one prototype unit) and three secondary 
pumps --appear to be a prime .example of a major component 
which was committed to production when much of the develop- 
ment, test and evaluation, and redesign effcrt still re- 
mained to be done. 

These pumps --which are an extens ion of the state of the 
art-- were manufactured concurrently, i.e., fabrication of the 
prototype unit had not yet beer. completed before production 
of the seventh (and final) unit was underway. Although three 
of the six plant units (two primary and one secondary) have 
been installed in FFTF, ERDA‘s Fmpt test program disclosed 
certain problems which could adversely affect the operation 
of these pumps (see pp. 29 to 32). Corrective modifications 
have been made as a result of some of these problems and - 
other problems are currently. being investigated. 

The prototype pump test program is still underway; it is . 
scheduled for completion during the last quarter of calendar 
year 1976. To the extent that additional problems are de- 
tected that cannot be easily resolved, any required modifica- 
tions could be costly since three plant units have already 
been installed. 

Regarding this matter of concurrent versus sequential 
procurement of prototype and plant units, ERDA- believes that , . 
necessary modif ications to plant units would be held at a 
minimum if a prototype unit was totally develooed and tested 
prior to initiation or plant unit procurement. .ioveve r , t t 
believes that the cost savings from this factor must be 
weighed against the potential cost penalties arising from 
elongating the procurement cycle in terms of escalating ccsts. 

The concurrency versus sequential construct’ ?n approach 
was discussed during ERDA authorization hearings held kfore 
the Subcommittee on Legislation of the Joint Committee cn 
Atomic Energy in dcrrch 1975. When a Subcommittee memtec 
questioned starting construction of the Clinch River BreeCI?i 
Reactor before completing the FFTF, the Dirertor of ERDA’s 
Reactor Research and Development Division stated: 

“* * * We wouldn’t envision a major design change 
being requiYGd in Clinch River-as a result of the 
operation of FFTF, but it is possible. 

“We don’t envision that. Our best judgment tells 
us at this time we have designed Cl incn River in 
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sufficient detail to be quite sure that we are 
going to be able to build it as we say we are 
going to be able to build it today. When we 
started FFTF, we we’re constructing dnd de- 
signing at the s-me. 

.- 
We are not going 

to do that on Cl inch River.’ (Underscoring 
supplied.) 

- 

Based on recent information supplied by ERDA officials 
working on the Clinch River project, it appears that a con- 
siderable amount of the final design effort will be completed 
by the time construction is expected to begin. As of June 
1976, conceptual design has been 75 to 80 percent completed, 
preliminary design 30 to 35 per.cent completed, and final 
design 5 percent completed. By April 1978, when construction 
of the nuclear island concrete mat is expected to start, all 
conceptual and preliminary design and 70 percent of final 
design are scheduled to be completed. If these design sched- 
ules are met, the Clinch River project should be able to 
avoid many of the problems FFTF experienced. 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE ADMINISTRATOR, 
ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION 

There are a number of large facilities yet to be built 
for the LMFBR program. The ERDA Adainistrator shouid closely 
monitor thesti projects and any other large construction proj- 

’ sets to determine that sufficient design, development, and 
component testing has been completed befo:e allowing construc- 
tion to start in order to obtain a proper balance between 
development risks and minimizing costs and schedule delays. 

OTHER FFTF PROGRAM COSTS 

- Included in the LMFBR program are plans to build three 
mdjor facilities, which are essential for the efficient oper- 
ation of FFTF. These facilities, which are being reported 
by ERDA in budgetary information as separate and distinct 
facilitie::, have not yet been authorized but are currently 
planned fJr construction at the FFTF site. The three facili- 
ties are:. the Maintenance and Storage Facility, the Fuels 
and Materials Examination Facility (FMEF), and the Fuel Stor- 
age Facility. Most of their utilization is estimated to be 
FFTF-related. Further, many features of the proposed mainte- 
nance and examination facilities were also features of the 
initially authorized FFTF project. As part of a cost-saving 
move', some of the maintenance and examination features- were 
eliminated since they were not considered absolutely neces- 
sary to meet the project requirements even though they 
were necessary to obtain maximum efficiency. We be1 ieve 
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that at least $229 million of the total estimated cost 
( $242 million) of the three facilities should be recogn ised 
and reported as additional FFTF program costs, making a 
tr’31 current estimated FFTF program cost of about 
$ .382 billion. The nature and purpose of each of these 
fczilities follows. 

Maintenance and Storage Facility 

AEC.‘.s authorizing construction project data sheet in- 
cluded a requirement for a maintenance EacLLity to enable 
work, removal, and replacement of majo FFTF components. A 
large maintenance and decontamination cell was to be provided 
for-the decontamination and repair of FFTF’s large components. 
In April 1970, however, the maintenance facility, as described 
in the project data sheet, was deleted from the project and 0 
replaced by a single-cell, combination examination/maintenance 
facility. In our January 1975 staff study, we questioned the 
capability of the replacement cell to meet FFTF maintenance 
needs and suggested there may be a need for an additional 
separate maintenance facility. 

ERDA is now proposing the establishment of a separate 
Maintenance and Storage Facility, which was described as 
follows in a June 1976 draft construction project data sheet: 

“This project. is for the construction of a new 
facility and modification to’ an existing Hanford 
facility to provide maintenance and operational 
support for the FFTF and LMFBR development facili- 
ties. * * * I 

“As presently conceived, the new facility is an 
integrated complex with three major areas located 
in close proximity to the Fast Flux Test Facility 
and connected by a railroad spur. The three major 
areas are a ma intenance support area, an equipment 
storage area and a process equipment area. * * * 

“These facilities are essential after components 
and systems tiecome radioactive. The FFTF l * * 
will be the first LMFBR facility to utilize the 
maintenance and operational support of this multi- 
purpose facility for radioactive components. 
Existing facilities can provide the needed support 
prior to FFTF criticality. Removal of several 
sodium wetted, r ad ioact ive and ncnr ad ioact ive com- 
ponents can be expected during the first few years 
of FFTF operation. Provisions must be made for 
replacement of these components= for their 
repair, storage, or d ispcsal. 
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“Repair facilities must ‘3e provideti to r,ertxit 
reusing components which would otherwise i=e 
scrapped. Without these repair faclilties, it 
will be necessary to scrap and replace en+-r? 
components which need only minor repairs.” 
(Underscor ing suppl ied. 1 

It thus appears to us that such a facility will improve 
the efficiency of operation c f FFTF. ERDA cllr rently plans 
to begin construction of the_ Maintenance and Storage Facility 
at the FFTF site ir. early 1979 and complete construction in 
late 1980. The FFTF is currently scheduled to begin full 
power operations early in 1980. So, if construction of this 
facility is delayed, problems relating to the efficient re- 
pair, storage, or disposal of components may occur. 

The current estimated cost of this facility is about 
$20.6 mill ion, including escalation of funds to the year 
spent. According to the January 1976 FFTF Project Office 
Director’s Plan (Draft), the facility will have an estimated 
FFTF-ielated use of 75 percent by 1984. It, therefore, ap- 
pears at least 75 percent of the $20.6 million, or about 
$15.5 million, should be added to the recognized cost of 
FFTF program. 

Fuels and- Kater ials 1 - 
Examination Facility 

. I -_ . ., - 

AK’s authorizing construction project data sheet also 
included a requirement of facilities for interim fuel examina- 
t ion. In addition, AEC testified before the Joint Committee 
in March 1967 that facilities at the FFTF structure would be 
required for both interim and detailed post-irradiation ex- . 
aminations of fuels. In Apr il 1970, the examination facili- 
ties, as described in the project data sheet, were deleted 
from the project and replaced by the previously mentioned 
single-cell, combination examination/maintenance facility. 
When we questioned this substitution in 1974, AEC defended 
it by stating that: . . . . . . . . . ..- 

“* * * the FFTF interim examination facility can 
perform all planned functions and tests, except 
neutron radiography which requires extensive and 
costly facilities that are usually separated from _ _.. other examination cells. XXYbbelieves it is mare- -. 
economical to ’ move. the ‘fuel’ p ins ‘from FFTF fbr ’ .’ . ” ’ ’ * 
this operation to an existing facility with this 
capability at the Hanfdrd site.” (Underscoring2 f 
supplied. ) 
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VOW, less than 2 years later, a separate- examination 
facili?:: is being proposed specifically for the FFTF project. 
The LMFBR program plan (ERDA-67), dated December 15, 1975, 
states: 

“Existing facilities are inadequate for handling 
the number and length of the fuel and materials 
assemblies and pins to be-irradiation tested in 
FFTF. The FMEF will provide a high-throughput 
semi-automatic facility at HEDL to accomplish 
this work. 

-_ 
*Less than 1 year afte: FFTF begins power-operation, 
samples irradiated in that reactor in support of the 
Fuel program will require examination for deter- 
mination of performance limits and effects of 
irradiation under varied test conditions. The FMEF 
will be capable of * * l . This is about a five- 
fold increase in capability over existing facili- 
ties." (Underscoring supplied.) 

A June 1976 draft construction project data sheet pre- 
pared by ERDA also states that: 

"Failure to provide such a facility (FMEF) will 
result in the FFTF producing irradiated fuels 
and materials which-will not be examined and 
tested in the required manner." (Underscoring 
supplied.) 

so, in less than 2 years time, AEC/ERDA has moved from 
the position that an existing facility can be used to examine 
the fuel to a position that existing facilities are inade- 
quate and that a new facility, with considerable increased 
capability, is needed. According to ERDA, this changed posi- 
tion is the result of added LMFBR program testings require- 
ments and the development of new advances in examinat-ion 
techniques and analyses which makes the previous planning 
outmoded. 

ERDA currently plans to begin construction of this 
-facility in mid-toylate 1979 and complete construction in 
late 1981. ERDA's current ,estimated cost for .‘,his, facility 
is $188.1 million, including escalation of funds to the 
year spent. Construction is estimated at $124.3 million and. 
other supporting costs are estimated at $63.8 million, The 
January 1976 draft Dir ector's plan states that the examina- 
tion facility will 'I nve an estimated FFTF:related utiliza- '. 
tion of 100 percent by 1584. It therefore appears that all 
of the $188.1 million should be added to the currently recog- 
nized FFTF program cost. 
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Fuel Storage Facility 

According to the LMFBR program plan, a ce;;i:z~z Foley. 
storage facility is necessary for the FFTF becaLls? the ox- 
ist ing storage capacity is inadequate. According to EXA, the 
initial FFTF design was based on the assumption tt:at ssent 
fuel would be shipped offsite to a reprocessin? p1ar.t. Or.llJ 
interim storage was provided in the FFTF to allow for kea: 
decay and for storage until the spent fuel could be shipped. 
Since reprocessing facilities are not available, long-terr 
fuel storage at the FFTF site will be necessary. The facil- 
ity description contained in the LMFBR program plan states: 

“The Fuel Storage Facility will provide capacity 
to store, in sodium, accumulated irradiated FFTF 
Luel together with experimental fuel sections 
and material associated with post-irradiation 
test programs. Although the FFTF has in- 
containment storage for spent fuel, the capacity 
is necessarily limited by building space and 
economic factors dictated by the plant des iqn. 
As a result, the FFTF must, at sore time, dis- 
charse spent fuel to an ex-reactor etoracefa- 
cility in order to continue operation. Zeta iled 
evaluation .of the FFTF schedule of operat ior! 
indicates that the ex-reactor storage of spent 
fuel will be reyuired in early 19Sl at the latest 
to ensure uninterrupted operation of the facility.” 
(Underscor ing suppl ied. ) 

ERDA currently plans to beg in construction of t!?is 
facility in late 1977 and complete construction in Bid-1981. 
Recent ERDA estimates show that the fuel storage fat il i ty 
will cost about S33.f million, including escalation of funds 
to the year spent. This includes S30 million for the con- 
struction project and about $3.6 million for other supporting 
costs. The previously mentioned draft Director’s Plan est i- 
mates that the facility will have an FFTF-related utiliza- 
tion of 75 percent by 1984. It therefore appears that at 
least 75 percent of the $33.6 million, or about $25.2 mil- 
l ion, should be recognized as part of the FFl’F program costs 
because the facility is necessary for continued FFTF opera- 
tion. - -. --- 

-’ - - - 

ERDA agrees that the three facilities will enhance the 
conduct of the FFTF program and are necessary for efficient 
operation. They do not agree with our position that, because 
of this, their costs should be charged to the FF’IF program. 
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ERDA believes that the tr,%-ee facLl sties, along with FFTF and 
other facilities now operating or planned, are essential part:: 
of the LMF3R program and, as such, it is more appropriate to 
carry their cost under the total LMFHR program. 

While we agree it is proper to separately identify these 
facilities in the budget, we believe that because they will 
be used mostly in support of FFTF, their costs should be 
accounted for and controlled as FFTF program costs. This 
should provide the Congress with greater visibility over 
planned costs in support of the FFTF program. 

RECOMMHNDATION TO THE'ADMINISTRATOR, 
ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION 

. .r- , ._ 
ERDA should provide the Congress with a current estimate 

and breakdown of all costs associated with FFTF, including the 
cost of facilities either built, being built, or planned that 
directly support FFTF test program, such as the planned Mainte- 
nance and Storage Facilith, Fuels and Materials Examination 
Facility, and Fuel Storage Facility. 

POTENTIAL FOR ADDITIONAL COST GROWTH 

The FFTF Project Office Director's Program Summary l/ 
dated January 1976, listed the following areas of remaining 
uncertainty which could have an adverse effect on ERDA's 
current program cost estimate of $1.153 billion. 

--The extent of design changes resulting from unresolved 
safety issues. 

--The ability to achieve and sustain predicted materials 
and equipment installation rates. 

--The extent of rework required because of testing and 
startup problems. 

Also, continued slippages in ERDA-established project 
milestones (see pp. 22 to 25) and redesign and modif icat ion 
work made necessary by problems encountered with unproven 
equipment items, such as sodium pumps and dump heat ex- 
changers, --- ~could result in fu?ther increases in-the current 
program cost estimate. , 

L 

-- 

I/This is a draft working document submitted to ERDA Head- 
quarters for information. 
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In late March 19;6, the FFTF Project Office Director 
told us he believed none of the above matters would result 
in a major cost increase. He said the primary reasons for 
his confidence were: (1) the FFTF detailed designs will be 
complete in April 1976 (they were complete-l on schedule), 
thus precluding the recurrence of large "sutqrise" cost 
increases disclosed by the completion of individual design 
segments, (2) the construction work is 55 percent complete 
(as of June, construction was 62 percent complete), with 
the majority of the needed equipment installed, and (3) the 
Project Office has implemented several management improve- 
ment practices to further assure that project cost estimates 
will not be exceeded. The two changes considered to be the 
most important are (1) a consolidated Change Control Board, 
which gives the ERDA FFTF project director (located at the 
FFTF site) direct control over cost and schedule changes and 
(2) a Performance Measurement System which compares actual‘ 
and planned status of the project. 

In addition to the.above, the FFTF project has been 
affected by two strikes in 1976, one of which was still under- 
way as of mid-September. The first strike, by the Hanford 
Atomic Metal Trades Council which represe.ts production and 
maintenance workers at the four principal contractors at ,:- 
HEDL, began April 30 and was ended some 3 months later on 
August 1. According to ERDA, -the principal effect of this a 
strike on the FFTF program was in the area of fuel pin 
fabrication because ERDA was not able to provide fuel material 
to the fuel pin fabricator. ERDA expects that this strike 
will have no effecL on the project's schedule out may have 
a slight effect on cost. . -. __ 

The second strike; by a local of the plumbers and 
steamfitters union against the Mechanical Contractors Associa- 
tion which is the employers bargaining unit, has a potential 
for a more serious effect on both FFTF cost and schedule, 
Project construction, cost, and schedule are all areas of 
major concern due to the strike, which began June 1 and as of 
mid-September was still underway. Minimal work has been done 
on the project since early June as other craft laborers would 
not cross picket lines, which were established at that time. 
The picket lines were later removed late in Guly. In Septem- 
ber the FFTF contractor began reducing the labor force be- 
cause construction could not efficiently continue, except for 
some electrical work, without the pipe-s (essentially 
plumbers and welders). As Of-mid-September, ERDA did not 
know how long the strike would last or what effect the strike 
would have on cost and schedule. ERDA believes it can recover 
the lost schedule and complete the project within budget if 
the strike is settled so?n and if large numbers of craft labor 
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are available. ERDA does not expect to be able to make a 
firm estimate of the strike effect until sometime after the 
strike is settled. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PROGRAM SCHEDULE EXPERIENCE 

Timely design, construction, and operation of the FFTF 
is essential to the success of the Nation's LMFBR Program 
and 50 assist the ERDA.Administrator iti deciding whether 
widespread commercial deployment of LMFBRs is acceptable. 
Since congressional authorization, the FFTF schedule for 
construction completion has slipped 5 years to August 1978, 
including 9 months slippage since our last review. However, 
this date has remained constant since December 1974. But 
any further severe slippage, of a year or longer according 
to ERDA officials, could contribute -to delaying the currently 
planned 1986 decision by the ERDA Administrator regarding the 
acceptability of LMFBR technology for widespread commercial 
deployment. 

SCHEDULE SLIPPAGES 

In its August 1968 LMFBR Program Plan, Z-&DA recognized 
that design, construction, and operation of FFTF required 
a systematic, disciplined, engineering approach and the 
highest degree of technical and managerial competence.to 
achieve timely and successful intrqduction of LMFBRs. Al- 
though ERDA's objective was to proceed on the basis of 
stringent scheduling constraints, experience in the develop- 
ment of designs as well as actual FFTF construction demon- -- 
strated that the agency's schedule projections have been 
highly optimistic. The extent of resultant schedule slippages 
is shown below. 

Estimated schedule 
Congressional Current Current- 
authorization as of as of 

July 1967 June 1974 June 1976 

Complete detailed design (a) Jan. 1975 Apr. 1976 
Complete construction; 4th quarter 

start of sodium fill fiscal year 
procedures 1973 Nov. 1977 Aug. 1978 

Criticality (a) Nov. 1978 Aug. 1979 
---_ - Full power. operation Feb. 1974 May 19794&&b. 1980 

a/This date was iot readily ascertainable. 

b/This milestone date reflects ERDA's current best judgment. 
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Principal factors affecting these FFTF schedule 
projections prior to June 1974 --the cut-off date used in our 
previous FFTF staff study--included: 

--Difficulties in establishing the necessary disciplined 
engineering approach. 

--Underestimation of technical. complexity in certain 
areas of design. 

--Difficulties in obtaining qualified personnel. 

--Unexpected rework in design and fabrication. 

Delays in the delivery of major equipment, increases in 
required quantities of piping and electrical wiring which 

' need to be installed, and the occurrence of site labor dis- 
putes were the three reasons for the schedule slippages which 
occurred after June 1974. Ht,wever , since December 1974, 
ERDA has remained within the .\ugust 1978 schedule for con- 
struction completion. 

Because of changes in the method of calculating the per- 
cent of detailed design completion, FFTF's design progress 
r,eported to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, the House 
and Senate Appropriations Committees, and the Office of Man- 
agement and Budget was overstated until June 1975, as shown 
in the following chart. 

FACTORS WHICH COULD CAUSE 
FURTHER SLIPPAGE 

E,RDA milestones 

To effectively manage the design and construction of 
FFTF, ERDA, early in 1975, established 41 milestone dates. which 
culminate in an August 1978 construction completion date. The . -- 
prime contractor's scheduling projections have been predicated 
upon achieving ERDA's milestones. 

Although some of these milestone dates, such as the in- 
stallation of small piping and processing of sodium piping and 
valves, have since been delayed, FFTF Project officials told 

-__ ~. us that, because of measures being taken to-work around the 
delays, 

-- 
they do not believe these slippages will adversely - 

affect the August 1978 construction completion date. This 
date, however, is not contractually required and has already 
slipped over 5 years s?nce congressional authorization. As 
discussed below, inability to achieve scheduled milestones 
could delay completion of FFTF beyond August 1978. 
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STATUS OF DETAILED DESIGN COMPLETION 
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dThe method of calculating the percentage of detailed design completion wos being evoluatcd --. 
during the quarter ending firch 1975 ond, therefore, no percentage of compition was report-- 
cd for that quarter. 

*he 16-p ercent reduction between December 1974 and June 1975 reflects o revised method of 
catculoting the completed detailed design effort. The new method compares the totol number 
of FCTF detailed designs (about 21,WO) to the number of detailed designs completed, rather 
than the previously used method of comparing actual stoff-dayr of design effort used to the 
tota; estimated number of staff-days required. 
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Small pipinq 

Based upon a May 1975 projection that about 30,400 linear 
feet of small pipe needed tc be installed in the FFTF reactor 
containment vessel, ERDA established a small pipe in- 
containment installation target of 20-percent completion by 
January 1976. However, a need to install an additional 8,000 
linear feet of small pipe in-containment was identified in 
late 1975. FFTF Project officials told us that the reason 
for the 8,000-linear-feet increase this late in the construc- 
tion program is that the small pipe orders were initially 
based upon a preliminary design specification which had under- 
estimated the in-containment requirements. According to Proj- 
ect officials., the 8,000-linear feet underestimate was not 
recognized until the small pipe detailed designs were com- 
pleted. 

Because of this large (26 percent) quantity increase, the 
target of 20-percent completicn was rescheduled to April 1976. 
This milestone was surpassed with 27 percent of the installa- 
tion completed in April. As of the end of June 1976, in- 
stallation of this small piping was slightly behind schedule 
due to the strike (see pp. 19 and 20) with 27 percent of the 
installation completed versus 29.6 percent planned. 

Sodium piping 'and valves 

Init ially, work in the Sodium Piping and Valve Cell 
(cell 576) had a projected completion date of December 1976. 
However, in February 1976, the FFTF contractor reported that 
cell 576 work was about 8 months behind schedule due to late 
deliveries of pipe, valves, pipe hangers, and late release 
and delivery of certain designs. The contractor further 
reported that this delay could slip FFTF construction com- 
pletion 2 months and that significant improvements must be 
realized in deliveries of such materials as valves and 
hangers to-prevent further schedule slippages. 

FFTF project officials told us that the milestone for 
completing work in cell 576 has now been rescheduled 8 months 
later to August 1977. They further said they believe this 

8 revision, as in the oase of- the in-containment small pipe 
will not delay FFTF completion. 

OXher -FFTF uncertainties 
- -- 

In January 1976, ERDA officials identified several s ig- 
nificant areas of remaining uncertainty in FFTF, which could 
delay its completion. These arras are centered around safety 
issues, construction, and acceptance testing and rtartup. In 
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addition, the recent week stoppage could delay completion of 
FFTF- .___ -. 

Safety issues 

The resolution of several unresolved safety questions-- 
notably in the areas of emergency power, natural sodium cir- 
culation, and tornado hardening --could result in design 
changes that would extend FFTF construction schedule. FFTF 
Project officials believe that these safety questions can 
be resolved by March 1978 because the Final Safety Analysis 
Report was submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 
March 1976, some 2-l/2 years prior to initial criticality 
thereby providing ample time to work out any residual safety 
quest ions. Nevertheless, if design changes are required, 
they could further delay scheduled completion. 

Construction 

As FFTF nears the point where construction space is 
1 imited, the extent that predicted installation rates can be 
achieved and sustained is unknown. As shown above, milestone 
dates for some installation rates have already been resched- 
uled. ERDA believes that the availability of trained crafts- 
men, such as welders, will also be a problem. 

Acceptance testing and startup 

The complex and developmental nature of FFTF will make 
testing and startup difficult and time consuming, and thus 
could delay project completion. 

Strike by -plumbers and steamfitters 

As discussed.on page 19, the FFTF project has recently 
been affected by two strikes, with the one by a local of the 
plumbers and steamfitters union still underway in mid- 
September 1976. This strike has a potential for a serious 
effect on both FFTF cost and schedule. 

ADMINISTRATOR'S DEPLOYMENT DECISION 

In a July 31, 1975, issue paper to the Congress entitled 
"The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor: Promises and Uncer- 
tainties-i"- we suggested that ERDA make a firm decision within 

--- 

the,next 7 to 10 years as to whether the Nation should commit 
itself to the LMFBR as a basic central energy source. In 
announcing his findings in December 1975, on the Final En- 
vironmental Statement on the LMFBR Program, the ERDA Adminis- 
trator determined that a continued strong research effort in 
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the LMFBR Program-- including FFTF and supporting prOgramS-- 
would provide sufficient data by 1986 to enable him to deter- 
mine the acceptability of widespread commercial deployment 
of LMFBRs. He further determined that, to be meaningful, 
this decision must be made before any commitment to wide- 
spread deployment becomes irreversible. 

.The Administrator emphasized the availability of the 
necessary decisional information by 1986 require5 the suc- 
cessful and timely completion of interrelated and parallel 
efforts in such areas of uncertainty as plant operation, 
fuel cycle performance, reactor safety, safeguards, health 
effects, waste management, and uranium resource availability. 
The fuels and material testing conducted in FFTF, as well as 
the acquisition of experience in the design, development, and 
construction of this liquid metal reactor facility will assist 
the Administrator in making the 1986 decision. 

Although project officials feel confident FFTF will be 
completed by August 1978, 
is ev ident. 

the possibility of additional delays 
Severe construction delays, of a year or longer 

according to ERDA officials, and testing problems could re- 
sult in postponing the 1986 decision. 

---. 
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CHAPTER 5 

STATUS OF PROBLEMS WITH 

FAJOR HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

The FFTF Project has ha?. a history of technical problems 
with major components of the heat transport system. At the 
time of our review, FFTF project znd contractor officials 
were working on resolving certain problems which, if not re- 
solved, could affect performance requirements or the August 
1978 construction completion date. 

The heat transport system is essential to the operation 
;f FFTF because it removes heat from the reactor core during 
normal and emergency operating conditions. The system uses 
three independent, paral?el cooling circuits, each of which 
is made up of (1) a r&Loactive primary sodium piping loop: 
(21 a nonradroactive secondary sodium piping loop, and (3) 
air-cooled dump heat exchangers. A/ 

Each cooling circuit has the following major components: 

1. A primary sodium pump. 

2. An intermediate heat exchanger. 

3. A secondary sodium pump. 
. -  .‘ .  .  

4. Four dump heat exchangers (DHXs). 

The flow process for one of the three identical heat transport 
system cooling circuits is illustrated in figure 2. 

Problems to be resolved involve the primary and secondary 
pumps and the DHXs. FFTF project officials are confident that 
these problems have been resolved, but work is still being 
done to verify that planned fixes actually work. Until the 
verifications are completed, some uncertainty exists as to 
whether the problems have been completely resolved.. The prob- 
lems and proposed solutions are discu:sed beio*. 

-- 
---. _ 

L/Components used to discharge the heat generated in the :eac- --- 
tor to the atmosphere. 
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STATUS OF PROBLEMS 
EXPERIENCED ON PUMPS 

The FFTF primary and secondary pumps are an extension of 
the state of the art because they have to operate in a con- 
siderably hotter sodium environment than experienced by 
previous pumps. Also, the pumps are generally larger, their 
speeds higher , and their high temperature structural design 
requirements more r igorous than previous pumps. 

-_ 

There are three primary and three secondary pumps, and 
a prototype primary pump which, after being tesked in sodium, 
will serve as a spare. The primary pump (see fig. 3) is 
about 56 feet high (including the motor) and 7 feet in diam- 
eter. The secondary pump is shorter, about 42 feet-high and 
7 feet in diameter. Both types of pumps are designed to pump 
14,500 gallons of sodium per minute. Figure 4 shows one of 
the primary pumps, less the motor, being installed in FFTF. 
Each pump has been tested in water and the prototype pump is 
also being tested in hot sodium, at ERDA’s Liquid Metal Engi- 
neer ing Center in California, to assure that the pump designs 
are reliable for FFTF in-plant service. 

When the prototype pump was operated in sodium dt about 
970 rpm, a whistling noise was detected which led to a 
diagnostic effort to determine its cause and effects. A simi- 
lar noise wc; found during“whte? testing of the number three ” . - * 
secondary pump and diagnostic testing has also been done with 
that pump. 

The cause-- a vibration of a part of the pump’s impeller 
initiated by sodium flow through a tight clearance between 
the impeller and the stationary part of the pump--and possible 
fixes of the whistling noises were identified in May 1976. De- 
sign changes on the nimber three secondary pump were made in 
June 1976. The unit was retested in water, which showed that 
the fix had eliminated the problem. The des ign changes are 
also being made on the prototype and other plant unit pumps. 

The prototype pump had been operated for a considerable . 
time in sodium and there was no indication of pump da-age 
associated with the noise. The prototype pump has also been 
operated at the FFTF design temperature of 1,050. F in sodium 
with acceptable hydraulic and mechanical performance. 

--- _ 
The three primary pumps have been water te-sted at the 

manufacturer’s plant. The first two were considered tb’be‘ 
acceptable for plant- service and .were shipped to the FFTF 
site, where they were assembled and installed. The third 
pump exhibited undesirable shaft displacements in the bear ing, 
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FIGURE 4 - PRIMARY PUMP BEING INSTALLED IN FFTF 
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apparently causeo by the pump shaft being slightly thicker on 
one side than the other. The shaft was rebalanced in June 
1976 and the pump was retested in a water loop during July 1976. 
This water .testing showed that the rebalancing solved the 
problen. 

FFTF project and contractor officials decided. to remove 
the number one pump from FFTF and have its shaft rebalanced. 
~:.is was done in July 1976. The number two primary pump, the 
$rototy?e pump, and the secondary pumps had no shaft imbal- 
ar.ces. 

In late July 1976 another problem occurred during test- 
ing of the primary prototype pump. The lower bearing of the 
>omp failed during severe test conditions. The pump was dis- 
assembled and examined. As a result, changes to the pump were 
he ing considered and may be implemented prior to retest in 
‘mid-November. Whether these changes will be incorporated on 
the plant pumps is being evaluated. According to ERDA, it 
is not expected that resolution of this problem will have any 
significant effect on the cost or schedule of FFTF, although 
there is a potential for such. 

FFTF project and contractor officials are confident that 
the various punip problems now identified will be resolved in 
time to meet the targeted FFTF construction completion date 
of August‘ 1978. Testing of the prototype primary pump in 
sodium, however, will not be completed until about the end 
of 1976. To the extent that additional problems are disclosed 
th-at cannot be easily resolved, any required modifications 
could delay the construction completion date and increase the 
project’s cost. 

. ‘. 

STATUS OF DUMP HEAT EXCHANGER 
PERFORMANCE PROBLEM 

The FFTF dump heat exchanger is a sodium-to-air heat 
exchanger used to discharge reactor heat to the atmosphere. 
There are 12 DHX modules, each designed to discharge 33.8~- 
megawatts of thermal energy at minimum design core in- 
let temperature conditions (600* F), with a maximum outside 
air temperature of 90’ F. Of the 12 modules, 11 have been 
installed, and &he 12th (the prototype unit) was scheduled 
for installat.ion startiFin2une-1976. (See fig. 5 for a 
diagram of a DHX module.; 

When the prototype DHX module was being tested at the 
Liquid Metal Engineer ing-.Center in June 1975, the heat d is- 
charge performance capability was found to be only 24.5 
megawatts, or 27 percent less than design requirements. A 
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design and testing effort was initiated to study the DHX 
performance problem and to develop methods for improving t:.e 
heat discharge capability. 

Two potent ial solutions have been identified, wh ich 
FFTF project and contractor officials feel confident wii? 
solve the performance degradation ;roblem. These are: an 
extended fin concept and & tcmbinat ion of ta?es, bypass 
baffles, and new fzns and motors. The latter fix is not 
currently being pursued because of the high costs involved. 

The extended fin concept would require replacing the 
bottom tube row of e&z; 25X unit with tubes havinq enlaroed, 
bra Ized-on f rns. -(See f13. 6 for a picture of a DHX tube 
oundle. ) This concept will be tested in a sodium loop to 
evaltiate its perfor-ante. The calculated performance for 
tr.e DAX with the re?ltceaenc tube row .s 34.9 megawatts at 
600’ F core inlet contiitlons. This IS sl Lqhtly above des L~R 
requirements. This fix is estimated to cost about $3.2 Mel- 
1 ion to develop and im?iement, wh Lch is within the $4 million 
being reserved from the tent ingency fund to complete the DHX 
modif icat ion program. 

Along with the des~3: and testinq efforts to improve 
performance, studies qre oe Lnq conducted to define FF’iF ape:- _ 
at inq conditions ur. i2n clzselp. mater, those antic ipated fcr 
such fo?low-on LxFBRs as r_!-!e Clincn River Breeder Reactor and 
th+ Pr<:otype Large 3rteder’ Reactor. Contractor off ic ials : 
have recommended an ‘FFTF 
temperature of 660’ F. 

sperat ing con3it ion with a core ir.:et 

at 3 689’ F core 
Gccordinq to FFTY pro]ect officials, 

i7l:ec t*Tperature, the DHX could meet the 
necessary heat dischar-ge requirements with only bypass baffles 
installed and the fan ape rating at 115 percent of rated condi- 
t ions. Thus the :nstz.?lz:t eon of redesigned lower tubes would 
be deferred until an sssess?ent oE the exoerimental need for 
FFTF to operate at the origtnally dzsignea 600’ F inlet ccndi- 
t ior, is completed. 

FFTF proJect atic zonrractor . of f ic ials are conf idenc that 
the heat- discharge perfor:ante Fro=: em on the DHX will be 
sol:;ed and that any modif scat ions can be made pr ior tc the 
currently est imatec construct ion com?,let ion date. ‘Jnt il test- 
ing of the f Lnal des L3n is congleted, however, there is st il i 
a possibility that the f LX willbe adequate and that a 
more costly and time consuming alternative will have to be 
found. 
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APPENDIX 1 APPENDIX I. 

UNITED STATES 

ENERGY RESEARCH AND OEVELOl’hlENT ADMlNlSTRATlON 
WASHINGTOM. KC. 20545 

Mr. Monte Canfield, 3r., Director 
Energy and Minerals Division 
I:.S. General Accounting Office 
trashington, 1x:. 20548 

Dear Mr. Car.field: 

. SEP 25 1476 

Ve appreciate the opportunity to revfey the GAG draft report entitled, 
“Evaluation of the Status of Fast Flux Test Facility Construction and 
Test Planning Efforts.” Ve have reviewed the draft with wzmbers of 
vow staff and we understand that a number of changes and clarifica- 
tions which we suggested till be mde. c?e are, however, verv xuch 
conceraad that we will not he given au opportunity to review the 
specific wording of these changes before the report Is issued in final 
form. Under the circumstances, l e find It difficult to arovide YOU 
definitive all-inclusive connents. !levertheless, there are sever&l 
substantive matters uhfch we would like to comment upon in the interest 
of making the report a more objective, meaningful document. 

Ooe major concern vitb the draft repoct is the frigest. In view of the 
statemat oa page 2 of the report that the present report extends the 
coverage of CA9’s review from Juae lo74 (the cut-off date of a previous 
GAO report) through April 1976, oae would expect the Digest to contain 
a summary of PPTF activities during those two years; yet, not a single 
reference is made to that oeriod. Significant events highlighting 
this period included the setting of the reactor vessel head, the co&- 
pleting of the pressure test. of thz prfcmry beat transport system boo 
and reactor vessel, the submittal of thr Maal Safety Analvsis Report 
:o Nuclear Regulatory Comission (WC’) aad the completion of Title II 
l2esign (final detailed desigo). Instead. GAO has used the bulk of the 
report to review the findings of the previous report. Clarification 
of GAO’s findings in that earlier renor: was covered fa a Fovemher 18, 
1974 letter from MC to CAQ and i: should not be necessary to again 
discuss those findings. Ve strongly suggest that the Digest he 
rewritten to reflect the stated purpose and acoDe of this report, i.e., 
June 1974 through April 1976, and our comments ou the report findings 
during that period. 

In addition to the above concern, we feel that the folIowing mjor _ 
issues ia the report require a statement of the ERDA Dosition so that 

-. -- - 
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APPENDIX 1 

Hr. Monte Canfield, Jr. 

APPENDIX I 

readers of the report can obtain a balanced understanding of the 
issues and draw their own conclusions: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

the distinction between TTF Frpject costs and rFfF Program 
costs ; 

technical understanding of the vrimav purpose of closed 
loop fuel testing: 

objection to GPO’s position regarding the inclusion of the 
cost of other facilities in TTF program costs: and, 

disagreement with the unsupported Ml conclusion that costs of 
a first-of-a-kind project uould be lower if designed and built 
on a sequential basis. 

Our comnents on these issues are enclosed: they do not represent the 
total editorial change necessary to implement suggested changes 
throughout the report. Tt is requested that GAO reflect these 
cements in the revised report and, if at all possible, provfde irs -= 
vith an advance copy of the revised report for our review. 

Sincerely, 

K C. Greer 
Controller 

[See GAG note.] 

GAO note: In finalizing this report, we cons iaered EhfA's 
comments and made changes or included EmA’s views 
in the text of the report where we consioered it 
appropriate. 
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II 

PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING ACTIVITIES 

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT 

1 .  

Tenure of office --- -- 
From To -- 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION _ 

CHAIRMAN: 
Dixy Lee Ray 
James R. Schlesinger --L 
Glenn T. Seaborg 

Feb. 1973 Jan. 1975 
Au3. 1971 Feb. 1973 
Mar. 1461 Aug. 1971 

GENERAL MANAGER: 
Robert D. Thorne (acting) 
John A. Erlewine 
Robert E. SO:!. ingsworth 

Jan. 1975 Jan. 
Jan. 1974 Dec. 
Aug. 1964 Jan. 

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION 
_-_ 

ADMINISTRATOR: 
Robert C. Seamans, Jr. Jan. 1575 Present 

1975 
1974 
1974 

. / .-- 

ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR 
NUCLEAR ENERGY: 

Richard W. Roberts 
Robert D. Thorne (acting 

_ .deputy) 

- 
June 1975 Present 

Jan. 1975 June 1975 
j 
i * 
: 

.  .  .a.- .  .  .  .  -  , .  I  .  
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